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Viewing Bulls & Bulls and heifers will be available for viewing prior to the sale at the consignor’s 
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Desco Charolais, Daren Statler, 717-729-6453, www.descocharolais.com
Clark Charolais Farm, David Clark, 410-924-3521, sfcdjc@outlook.com
C Squared Cattle Company, Tommy Clark, 540-937-0029 & Will Clark 540-812-6007, cattleclark@gmail.com
Testerman Charolais, Caleb and Ashlee Testerman, 304-445-8382, testermancharolais@yahoo.com

Sale Representatives (Contact for assistance in bidding or questions about the cattle)

Floyd Wampler - American International Charolais Assn. - 423-612-2144 - fwampler@charolaisusa.com

Jim and Martha Johnson 434-546-2341
www.jmargenetics.com



How to use DVAuction, Inc
Create New Account
Click 'Create New Account' on the homepage and fill out the form with Contact Information (including email and 
password), Time Zone, and Language Preferences. Read the Terms and Conditions, and if you agree to the Terms, 
then accept the Terms and Conditions (click checkbox) and click Submit.

Activate Your Account
After successfully registering, you will receive an email with a link provided to activate your account. Click on the 
link or copy and paste the link into your web browser. You must activate your account before you can login and 
view a sale.

Editing Contact Information
To change or update your Account Information/Settings, click My Account on the Homepage. You will then be 
able to change Contact Information, Bank Information, Login Information (email/password), and/or Account 
Settings (Email notifications, Time Zone and Language preferences).

Apply to Bid
There are several ways to apply for bidding. On the homepage, there will be a button for each upcoming event. 
There is also a 'Apply for Bidding' link available while viewing a sale.

Questions or help with 
DVAuction.com contact;
402-316-5460 or 
support@dvauction.com
Or any of the consignors or representatives.

Upcoming Timed Events

Consignors Tommy Clark, Caleb Testerman, David Clark, Jim Johnson and Daren Statler



Online Bidding

Frequently Asked Questions 

Is the auction platform mobile friendly?
Yes, the auction platform and entire site is mobile friendly. So, no matter the device (computer, cell phone, tablet, etc) you are 

utilizing to view and/or bid on the auction, the site is responsive to your screen, so you have the most optimum viewing and 

bidding experience.

How do I get a bidder number for the auctions?
There are no bidder numbers utilized on this auction platform. Each user will have one account under their email address (using 

the password you set up when you registered) that can be utilized for all auctions. 

Why is a credit card required to bid?
We require each user to post a credit card verification to ensure that each of our bidders is a valid, qualified bidder. This

verification method has been implemented for the protection and security of each of our bidders. Each bidder knows that all 

bidders are valid and that they have met the same requirements that you have to be able to bid online. The credit card 

verification process is completely secure and PCI compliant.  Please see the Terms and Conditions segment for more details or

contact us for validation if you have concerns. 

How do I bid?
Select the JMAR Genetics and Guests Auction. When the bidding for the auction is open, you will have the opportunity to enter

your bid (and your maximum bid) for each animal. Simply login to your user account and click on the Bid button for each lot to 

submit the bid(s).

How do I know if I am winning if there are no bidder numbers shown?
If you are watching the auction via a computer or via your mobile device, when you are winning the screen will show this 

message: You are winning! in green on the lot(s) you have the high bid on. If you get outbid, the message will change to: You have 

been outbid.

How do I know if I got outbid?
If you get outbid on any lot within an auction, you will receive a notification based on the preferences you set up in your user

profile registration. There are two outbid notification preferences you could possibly receive – a text alert sent directly to your 

cell phone, or an email sent to your registered email address, or both!  

If you are watching the auction via a computer or via your mobile device, when you are outbid, the screen will show this message: 

You have been outbid. If you would like to bid again on that lot, simply click on the Bid button and Place a Bid.

How can I make sure I am seeing the most current bidding information on the screen?
During the bidding process you will not need to refresh your page to ensure you are viewing the most current bidding activity. 

The auction platform auto-refreshes the page, and the bidding is in real time.

How do I find out more about a posted item?
Contact information for the seller can be found in the sale catalog and also underneath each lot on a particular auction. If you

have any questions regarding a specific item, please contact the seller.

What is a Maximum Bid?
A maximum bid is the highest dollar amount you are willing to pay for an item. Here is an example of using the maximum bid 

feature. If you enter a maximum bid the system will automatically bid on your behalf up to your maximum bid amount. For 

example, let’s assume that you enter a bid of $2000 on an item and maximum bid of $4000. If no other bids are placed on that 

item, you will be the winner at your $2000 bid. If another bidder places a bid of $2250 on the item you will now be winning at 

$2250 plus one increment level, $2250 + $250 = $2500. Your maximum bid is completely confidential and not revealed to the 

public or viewed by anyone other than you when selecting this feature.



May I raise my Maximum Bid?
Yes, you have the ability to raise and/or lower your maximum bid at any given time while the auction is open for bidding. 

However, when lowering your maximum, you can not change the maximum bid price to lower than the current winning bid.

What is a Bid Increment?
The bid increment is the minimum dollar amount that the bid must be raised. Bid increments will typically be in $250.00 

increments. You can bid higher than the minimum bid increment (next required bid), or you may enter a maximum bid, but you 

may not bid in denominations less than the set bid increment.

Call in Bidding.
To bid via the telephone, call the sale day phone or any of the consignors or professional representatives to place call-in bids for 

the online auction.  Everyone will be glad to assist you in the bidding process. 

How does the auction end?
The auction will end at 5 pm eastern time or as shown on the DVAuction.com. Please visit the DVAuction.com page to confirm the 

closing date and time.

This auction will utilize an auto-extend, horse race style closing. With this feature, the bidding will remain open on all items in the 

auction if there has been at least one bid received on any one item in the auction within the last 5 minutes (or the set extended 

bidding increment at the time). Once 5 minutes has lapsed without any bidding activity, the bidding on all items will be closed. All 

lots will close simultaneously.

Please see the examples below – this is a sample and may or may not match the actual ending times.

Example #1:
Auction closes at 5 PM. There is no bidding from 4:55 PM to 5 PM. All lots are declared closed, and the sale ends at 5 PM.

Example #2:
Auction closes at 5 PM. There is a bid placed at 4:57 PM. Auction is extended by 5 minutes. No more bidding occurs. All lots are

declared closed, and the sale ends at 5:02 PM.

Example #3:
Auction closes at 5 PM. There is a bid placed at 4:57 PM. Auction is extended by 5 minutes until 5:02 PM. Another bid is placed at 

5:01 PM. No more bids are placed. All lots are declared closed, and the sale ends at 5:06 PM.

What is the auto-extend time within the horse race style closing?
The auto-extend time goes into effect once the auction reaches its original ending time. The auction will remain open for bidding 

on all items within the auction if there has been at least one bid received on any one item in the auction within the last 5 minutes, 

even if the original ending time has been reached. Extended bidding means that the auction is not declared closed until there

have been 5 minutes of inactivity on the entire auction. Each time a bid is placed, it resets the clock timer on the auction back to 

the high-water mark auto-extend time that is set.

How do I know I won?
If you are the high bidder, DVAuction.com online auction staff will email you to your registered user email address immediately 

after the auction has ended. This email will inform you that you have won the bid and the purchase price.  

If I win, how and when do I pay?
At the conclusion of the auction the owner of the lot purchased will give you a call confirming you purchased their lot and 

arranging payment.  After confirmation they will invoice you via email.  Payment is expected within 2 weeks of the purchase date. 



(8M11) sire: FTJ Monticello 1806  mgs: WCF Mr. Silver Gun 467     Birth Date: 4/17/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
5.7 0.5 73 152 21 12 58 1.4 1.31 1.18 45 .79 .036 .38 299.8

JMAR Jehovah 8M11 
M951993 Homozygous Polled

JMAR Jehovah 8M11 has to be one of the most exciting bulls we’ve ever offered.  He’s the #2 TSI bull to sell this spring 
and #1 with a bw under 1.0.   He does an exceptional job of balancing traits from moderate bw to top 1% YW, 1% 
Marbling and 1% TSI.  His dam was selected privately from Doll Charolais in 2020 and soon after became the #1 TSI cow 
in the breed.  She traveled from ND to VA, flushed 15 embryos and bred right back to have Jehovah.  She’s really done 
everything we’ve asked her to do.  Jehovah weaned heavy, but then picked up speed to a yearling weight of 1507 and a 
ribeye area of 17.5 in.  He puts all that into an extremely attractive, sound and eye appealing package.   We feel like 
Jehovah comes as close as any Charolais bull we’ve encountered of balancing tremendous EPD’s from birth to carcass, 
eye appeal and maternal.  
Retaining ¼ Semen Interest with the option of adding 25% to your purchase price and owning Jehovah in his entirety.  

1

His Dam is the 2020 #1 

TSI Cow in the Charolais 

Breed

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

Dam
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sire: Pleasant Dawn Chisum 216A mgs: VPI Free Lunch 708T Birth Date: 3/19/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
6.8 .1 64 127 30 8.1 62 1.4 1.21 1.19 35 .72 .018 .31 274.4

JMAR Jubal 5P01.  Where do we even start?  He’s the first and only son of the now deceased Pleasant 
Dawn Chisum 216A to sell in the U.S. to date.   When exploring outcross pedigrees that fit our breeding 
philosophy, we landed on Pleasant Dawn Chisum out of Canada.  One of the more highly proven big 
spread bulls in Canada that is also top 1% for marbling.  When we found out there was very little 
semen left for sale, we bought it all.  Jubal is the first product of that purchase.  After seeing him we 
wish we hadn’t sold so much of that semen we purchased.  Jubal is so deep flanked and soft made, 
with a very long deep muscle pattern.  He’s huge scrotaled, big footed and moves effortlessly.  He 
blends big spread and carcass performance from Canada with big spread and carcass performance 
from the US into a cool unique herd sire prospect.   We feel like Jubal has a bright future, especially if 
the Canadian data gets blended with the US data.   His dam is a crowd favorite with whoever visits 
with a very nice udder.   Retaining ¼ Semen Interest with the option of adding 25% and owning 100%.   

JMAR Jubal 5P01
M953191 Homozygous Polled

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

DamSire
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$92,000 PVF Ridge 7142

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
8.1 -.4 73 131 16 9.4 52 1.5 1.17 1.15 31 .67 .010 .22 272.6

Jericho is the true cow man’s kind of bull.  Great feet, muscle, fabulous disposition, longevity, fertility,  
performance and balanced EPD’s from birth to carcass are all attributes of JMAR Jericho 1C721.  His 
recent ultrasound displayed a whopping 17.25 in ribeye while still boasting a 3.6% imf with 126 ratio.  
His dam is 11 years old while still maintaining great feet and a solid udder.  She has an average weaning 
ratio of 104 on 8 calves.  1C721 is a ¾ brother to the sire of the $92,000 PVF Ridge 7142.  If you’re 
looking for an outcross bull from proven genetics and tremendous data, look no further.   
Retaining ¼ interest with the option of adding 25% to the purchase price and owning 100% of Jericho.  

JMAR Jericho 1C721
M953722 Homozygous PolledJim and Martha Johnson 

434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

sire: Schurrtop Channel 430Y P mgs: PVF CAD 0731 Pld Birth Date: 3/3/2021

¾ Brother to Jericho and sire of Ridge

Dam at 10 yrs old
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J02 is a "who's who" of pedigree. This bull is 

thick! Nice square hip, wide top, and attractive 

head. His sire M6 Gridmaker 104P now has 

almost 6,000 progeny recorded in AICA! He has 

been one of the most accepted sires all over the 

globe. J02's dam is an ET calf out of our donor 

LT Athena's Treasure 6188. Originally from the 

Lindskov-Thiel herd in SD and also Wright 

Charolais in MO before we purchased her. 805 

is sired by the former National Champion bull 

TR PZC Rapid Fire 9775. 805 has bred back to 

A.I. each year showing consistent fertility. J02 is 

a solid bull to mate with your registered herd or 

cross to make those high selling smokes. 

sire: M6 Gridmaker 104 PET  mgs: TR PZC Rapid Fire 9775 ET Birth Date:2/23/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
10.6 -1.1 50 98 18 8 43 .9 18 .8 .011 .21 247.6

Purchased along side his dam from 

Grau Charolais in NM.  I’ve always 

been fascinated with the Grau cattle.  

Linebred for generations and 

generations with little to no outside 

genetics.  Truly a unique bull to plug 

in some outcross genetics and a little 

Charolais history into your program.  

Grau Charolais is retaining 1/3 

semen interest in A63.

sire: GCR Challenger Supreme 590 mgs: GCR Supreme Challenger 849     Birth Date: 3/17/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
6 .1 39 57 20 6.5 39 .3 9 .67 .019 .05 197.7

TNT Range Fire J02P
M956466 Polled

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

GCR Challenger Supreme A63
M953650 Polled
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7 Powerful, thick with lots of middle is 

how I would describe J10. He gets it 

honest from his Dam, BPC NANCY CR 

BX14. She is one of the soggiest cows I 

have ever laid eyes on. We selected her 

from the M6 Ranch in TX to be our 

donor and is now co-owned with Desco

Charolais.  She has added dimension to 

all of her progeny and is a high milking 

female. Unfortunately, we just recently 

lost her this winter making this her last 

natural progeny.  J10 has solid EPDs with 

a 270 TSI putting him in the top 6% of 

the breed. Great feet on both of these 

Anthem calves, they are easy to handle 

in the lot and chute. 

Large scrotal and high fertility. He is a 

bull we feel we will regret not keeping 

for ourselves.

sire: Leachman Anthem P022G mgs: Cooley Royce 1107T39 Birth Date: 5/3/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
6 -1.1 64 125 31 4.3 63 .9 30 .75 .015 .18 270

sire: Leachman Anthem P022G 

mgs: CJC MR President T122

Birth Date: 4/27/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
4.5 -.4 73 130 27 2.7 64 .6 29 .63 .017 .06 266.6

TNT Anthem J09 P
M956379 Polled

TNT Anthem J10 P
M957368 Polled

Unique, outcross pedigree in 

a stylish package. These are the 

first sons to sell out of one of the 

hottest new bulls in the breed, Leachman Anthem 

P022G!

Anthem's spread from birth, weaning, and yearling is 

unparalleled. J09 is backed by proven donors on his 

dam's side. His 13 year old dam still has a beautiful 

udder with excellent suspension, teat size, and 

structure. His maternal Granddam, BARA Ms Mac 8K ET, 

came from  Bill Artlitt in Texas, she was a donor for 

Crews farms, and Muncy Charolais. The CR Miss Duke 

172 has 50 progeny on record with AICA and was one of 

Creighton Ranch's top females. J09 packs all that history 

into a complete package. He looks good from all 

angles and boasted a 1369 lb adj. yearling 

weight! He is Top 5% on WW and YW EPDs. This 

is a fresh look combination of classical and 

modern genetics. 



Desco Charolais
Daren Statler
717-729-6453 

www.descocharolais.com
8
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Here is another marbling specialist 

(top 1%).  Hank 104 is a result of our 

first flush with the 2B89 cow right 

after she moved to PA.  His high 

marbling EPD is backed by actual 

data (Adj IMF 3.55%).  The New Hank 

bull really made a nice appealing 

package here that is packed with 

growth and carcass traits.  This bull 

has 5 EPDs in the top 15% of the 

breed.  His TSI is in the top (7%).  His 

maternal sister is lot 25.  This bull is 

handsome and docile.

sire: ABJR New Hank 595 P mgs: JMAR Benaiah 1E66  Birth Date: 4/8/2021 

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
4 .9 64 121 24 6.1 56 1.6 30 .75 .013 .40 269

sire: OW Lead Time 6294 Pld mgs: ACE-ORR Lock N Load 

Birth Date: 12/17/2020

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
9.9 -3.1 57 106 25 9 53 .7 17 .74 .004 .27 257

Dam of Lot 8

Desco Essential Bussiness 23 P
M949480 Homozygous Polled

Desco Sir Hank 104 P
EM955993 Polled

If you are in search of 

Calving Ease (top 10%)  

and Marbling (top 4%) 

here is your herd sire!  This guy has his 

daddy’s thickness, width and moderate 

frame.  His dam the 865 cow has been an 

above average embryo producer for us and 

her calves are consistently attractive with 

performance.  This is her first natural calf 

and she did a great job with him.  David Clark 

sold a maternal sib in the Fall 2021 JMAR 

sale that went to Alta Genetics for $7750.  

We sold a yearling full sister to him to 

Victoria England for $5500.  This guy started 

looking and acting like a bull at a young age, 

indicating he has very high testosterone 

levels.  If you have Essential Business to be 

done at you ranch, this guy would be ready 

for work come rain, 

snow, sleet or 

pandemic!  This 

bull has tremendous 

abdominal capacity 

and he is docile.

Maternal Brother Now 

at Alta
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There are a lot of things to like about 

this Tanya cow, she combines four 

generations of our breeding. She 

comes with a moderate frame, a 

beautiful udder, excellent and 

balanced EPD package. She 

impressed us with the job she did on 

her first calf while still maintaining 

enough condition to breed back to 

AI. She comes with a flashy “CCC WC 

RESOURCE 417” heifer calf at side 

born March 11th, 2022.

sire: EC Forefront 8066 Pld mgs: M6 Cool Rep 8108 ET Birth Date: 9/25/2018

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
6.1 -1.3 61 107 18 7.7 48 1.0 13 .68 -.016 .25 254.6

2104 is a calving ease bull that is a true 

stunner in person. He is a fluid 

structured, calm, deep middled, and 

small headed Sleep Easy son that can 

really strike a pose. His pedigree is 

heavily influenced by the M6 bred cattle 

and stacks some of the best maternal 

bulls in the breed in his pedigree like 

Grid Maker, Cigar, and Cool Rep. He 

balances maternal and terminal traits 

exceptionally and is a herd bull candidate 

for any purebred or commercial 

operation that wants more out of calf 

crops at weaning time with less worry 

during calving season.

sire: M6 Sleep Easy 734 Pld mgs: EC Forefront 8066 Pld Birth Date: 1/24/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC CW REA FAT MB TSI
6.7 -1.8 59 106 24 4.6 54 1.0 15 .69 -.012 .20 254

C
2 C Squared 

Cattle Company
C 2 Sleep Easy 2104

M965471 Polled

C 2 Tanya 8005
F1293216 Polled

Tommy Clark, 540-937-0029 & Will Clark, 540-812-6007 
cattleclark@gmail.com

EC Forefront 8066 sire of Lot 10



sire: FTJ Monticello 1806  mgs: ACE-ORR Lock N Load 243P Birth Date: 3/28/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
9.4 -2.8 61 124 11 7.8 42 1.1 1.16 1.02 35 .80 .031 .24 273

This one’s going to sting a little.  6M71 is a full sister to the $31,000 JMAR Hosea 2M70, selected by Rennert Ranch and 
Cody Cattle Company out of last year’s sale.  We then sold her dam to Ankony but insisted we keep her heifer calf.  
6M71 spent the summer with her dam at Trans Ova, therefore, we had to ratio her individually from the group, but she 
still excelled and gets better every day.  She scanned over a 12-inch ribeye and a tremendous 5.30 % imf.  Like her 
brother, she really does just do it all.  Fantastic numbers, great carcass, feminine, attractive, deep bodied and sound, 
with a great disposition.   She sells open and we would like to retain a future flush at the buyer's convenience and at 
our expense.  

12
Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

JMAR Locklyn 6M71
F1304658 Polled

Full Brother JMAR Hosea 2M70 Dam
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4L01 is what we consider the perfect mating.  

Combining the style and power of Benaiah with 

the depth, softness and fleshing ability of Lead 

Time.  You’re also stacking elite carcass genetics 

and it shows.  4L01 scanned a 5.6% IMF with a 

127 ratio.  This is a royally bred young female 

with breed leading genetics.  Don’t miss an 

opportunity to own some outcross elite 

production and carcass genetics.  The hard work 

is done, its time to take advantage. 

Her JMAR Benaiah 1E66 Dam sells as lot 13.

Sells Open. 

sire: OW Lead Time 6294 Pld mgs: JMAR Benaiah 1E66 Birth Date: 3/17/2021

1B09 is one of the first Benaiah

daughters in production.  Not only 

is she sired by Benaiah, but her 

dam is a maternal sister to the 

popular ABS sire Leachman White 

Gold P002X.  We moved all our 

spring calving cows to fall and then 

1B09 came up cystic at pregnancy 

check and therefore will calve 

outside our breeding season.  Our 

loss is your gain on this promising 

young female. 

Her OW Lead Time Daughter sells 

as Lot 14. 

Bred 3-09-22 to FTJ Monticello 

1806, passed over and will be 

confirmed safe prior to delivery.

sire: JMAR Benaiah 1E66 mgs: BJR Leachman PHD 738 P092T Birth Date: 5/12/2019

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

JMAR Ms America 1B09
F1272875 Polled

JMAR Ms America 4L01 
F1304657 Polled

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
1.6 1.6 85 145 29 4.3 72 .7 1.24 1.14 38 .74 .008 .36 284.9

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
1.9 .6 65 119 23 5.4 55 .9 1.28 1.23 23 .64 .030 .38 265
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This mating definitely exceeded our expectations.  

3R201 is a powerful EC Forefront 8066 daughter.  

Forefront daughters are making great females with 

lots of milk.   3R201 is packed with muscle and 

scanned a whopping 15 in ribeye area which converts 

to 1.5 inches of ribeye to 100 lbs of body weight, 

that’s huge.  If you’re looking for balanced traits from 

birth to carcass, maternal ability and genetic muscle 

to pass on to her offspring take a hard look at 3R201.  

Oh, and did we mention she’s an outcross to most 

popular pedigree’s today?

Dam sells as lot 15

Sells Open
sire: EC Forefront 8066 mgs: WR Atticus 30E Birth Date: 3/14/2021

207G was purchased from the Effertz

Key Ranch in ND to provide outcross 

genetics with a solid EPD profile.  The 

Effertz cattle are known for their 

added performance, muscle and eye 

appeal and 207G is exactly what we 

expected.  Only because we have so 

many heifer calves born in 2021 that 

this female would be for sale, but we 

just can’t keep all of them.  Notice 

her daughter below out of our 

calving ease herd sire EC Forefront 

8066.  207G adds muscle, bone and 

type to any mating and has a very 

bright future ahead of her for the 

new owner.  

Due 9-8-22 to FTJ Monticello 1806

sire: WR Atticus 30E mgs: Keys Progressive 170Z Birth Date: 4/2/2019

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

Miss Key Delenna 207G
F1279649 Polled

JMAR Delenna 3R201
F1306962 Polled

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
1.7 .6 72 119 16 5.6 52 1.0 .99 .94 27 1.16 -.008 .07 258

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
2.6 -1.1 67 118 19 4.5 52 1.1 .86 .83 16 .88 -.011 .28 266.2
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6R67 is a no miss, outcross, hard working 

female, who’s low birth and high marbling.  

She comes from the same cow family as 

Benaiah and her first two sons have averaged 

$4375 in our bull sale.  Retaining her latest 

heifer calf by Benaiah.  

Due 8-3-2022 to WCF Silver Gun 867 sexed to 

have a bull. 
sire: EC Forefront 8066 mgs: PVF Cad 0731 Pld Birth Date: 10/15/2017

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

JMAR Cameo Girl 6R67
F1259966 Homozgous Polled

JMAR Cameo Girl 1G67  EF1259925 Polled
18

The last available sister to the 

popular JMAR and Eggleston herd 

sire JMAR Benaiah 1E66 and she’s 

obviously the last for a reason.  

Super productive female with 

great numbers and a fabulous 

udder.  Her first two heifer calves 

have averaged $2025 in our fall 

sale.  We are retaining her 

Monticello heifer calf.

Due  9-11-2022 to FTJ Monticello 

1806 sexed as a bull

sire: M6 Gridmaker 010 mgs: VPI Free Lunch 708T Birth Date: 9/24/2017

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
.6 .7 69 129 28 -1.5 63 1.3 1.02 .95 37 .57 -.002 .39 275.1

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
5.3 -1.8 54 98 26 5.1 53 1.1 .65 .60 14 .55 .007 .47 250.9

Dam Maternal Brother
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It’s rare to ever get an opportunity to purchase a female from the 

renown Grau herd in NM but even rarer to have the opportunity 

to purchase a female like this.  Beautiful female with tremendous 

eye appeal.  The hard work is done, we got her to the east coast, 

the opportunities are boundless.  Complete outcross pedigree, 

super stylish and goosey fronted.  Mate her to an outcross sire or 

make some of those super cool Char clubbies.  

sire: GCR Supreme Challenger 849 

mgs: GCR Bats Supreme L87

Birth Date: 3/6/2016

Bella is the type of cow you can tell a story with; she 

is sired by the $245,000 M6 Bells and Whistles and 

the $10,000 M6 Ms Duke 645.  645 was a donor for 

M6 Ranch before we chose her for our own donor 

pen. She is sired by the immortal WCR Duke 761, and 

her dam is M6 E46's Duke 248 which is also the 

granddam of M6 New Standard 842. 248 has 183 

progeny all over the world. Bella incorporates that 

pedigree into a stout package. Huge spring of rib, tidy 

udder, solid feet, and an excellent temperament. We 

have kept back a replacement daughter from Bella in 

the herd. We can't keep them all but if we could she 

wouldn't be leaving. 

Heifer Calf - sired by Leachman Anthem P022G  

Born on: 3/26/2022     BW: 64lbs

This calf could be a future highlight of your herd.

Jim and Martha Johnson 
434-546-2341  www.jmargenetics.com

GCR Miss Supreme 560
F1222677 Polled

TNT Bella Rose C66 P
F1207803 Polled

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
6.5 .1 53 74 16 4.5 43 .6 1.9 1.82 10 .67 .002 .07 211.7

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
4.6 1.4 69 111 20 2.6 54 1.6 1.37 1.3 18 .67 -.014 .15 248.9

Dam

sire: M6 Bells & Whistles 258 P     mgs: WCR Sir Duke 761     Birth Date: 1/9/2015

Due  8-23-2022 to FTJ Monticello 1806 sexed as a heifer



sire: Fink Gold Standard 0153 mgs: One Penny Blanco Flash 6424 Birth Date: 4/6/2021

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
.6 2.8 71 128 29 -.8 64 .9 1.11 .96 42 .98 .006 .23 269

It is only because of the prolific performance of 7548 and the 25 ET calves 
here and on the way that we are offering this Gold Standard daughter.  We 
know that fertility is very transmittable in cow families and this girl has a 
stacked deck in favor of fertility!  She is very docile and has performance 
carcass and eye appeal to wrap up the package.  She is in the top 10% of 
the breed for 7 EPD traits.  On the top side, Gold Standard himself is 11 
years old and has bred a set of cows this past summer.  Galen describes the 
bull as “the best bull we have ever worked with in any breed”.  Keep your 
eyes on this stacked deck of genetic cards!
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Desco-DC Vanity 106 P
F1307580 Polled

Fink Vanity 7548
EF1256134 Homozygous Polled

You can help yourself and help Kansas too with this lot.  Every penny you spend for this lot will be donated to the Kansas Livestock 

Foundation.  These funds are then available to Kansas cattlemen devastated by recent wildfires.  Keystone Embryo Transfer, LLC will 

be donating all collection and freezing services making this package all the more valuable.  The only extra expense for the lucky buyer 

will be FSH, semen and shipping costs.  You will have to look far and wide to find cow with equal fertility, carcass (top 1% REA and 

MB), growth, disposition and eye appeal.  The buyer gets every embryo produced in their choice of the May or June flush (in vivo).  We 

will guarantee 5 number one embryos, or you will be refunded accordingly by percentage.  She has averaged 11.3 embryos per flush

on 7 collections since June 2021.  The preg rate on her fresh and frozen embryos (good, fair and poor-quality embryos) is 25/32. 

sire: One Penny Blanco Flash 6424  mgs: Fink Gold Standard 0153 Birth Date:9/5/2017

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
-.6 1.1 69 127 24 -5.2 58 1.2 .98 .87 35 1.09 -.011 .40 277.5
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Daren Statler
717-729-6453 

www.descocharolais.com

Galen & Lori Fink
Megan Larson
785-532-9936 (Galen cell)
785-532-8171 (Lori cell)
785-410-5559 (Megan cell)
finkbull1@twinvalley.net
www.finkbeefgenetics.com

David Clark, 410-924-3521 
sfcdjc@outlook.com

Selling a 

Successful  

Flush 

Donation 

Lot



Desco Charolais
Daren Statler
717-729-6453 

www.descocharolais.com
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A flushmate to 107, here is another 

nice framed big boned Lead Time 

daughter.  This lady is homozygous 

polled and has more than her fair share 

of marbling EPD.  Her dam, by Done 

Deal has been a prolific embryo 

producer for us.

Sells Open

OW Lead Time is 

renowned for low BW, 

thickness, and eye appeal 

and this daughter is 

stamped with all three 

attributes.  Her Dam EC 

Della is our ticket to Done 

Deal blood that is rare to 

find.  She is blessed with 

frame, and this will be 

one of the nicest framed 

Lead Time heifers you 

may come by.

Sells Open

sire: OW Lead Time 6294 mgs: EC Done Deal 5052 Pld Birth Date: 4/17/2021

OW Lead Time 6294 sire of Lot 7

Desco Ms Lead Time 107 P
EF1309123 Polled

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
6.4 -2.1 54 95 29 6.2 56 .4 1.07 1.07 12 .69 .022 .23 242.1

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
1.4 -.6 52 96 24 3.1 50 .6 1.12 1.12 15 .71 .021 .33 245

Desco Lady Lead Time 108 P
EF1309124

Homozygous Polled

sire: OW Lead Time 6294 

mgs: EC Done Deal 5052 Pld

Birth Date: 4/21/2021



Desco Lady Lead Time 109 P
F1309125 Polled

Desco Charolais
Daren Statler
717-729-6453 

www.descocharolais.com
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The 2B89 cow was one of our first purchases to 

acquire solid high marbling genetics.  Her 0.44 

Marbling EPD is hard to match.  She also brings 

to the table the extreme growth of her sire.  

WCR Master Chief will bring his extreme 

Ribeye genetics to the table and make this 

embryo package a carcass dream team for your 

herd.  Her first natural calf is Lot 25 and ET son 

is lot 9.

Jim says this is the magic sire 

stack?  This is the natural calf 

of one of the first Benaiah

daughters and came to Desco

for our Marbling strategy.  

This lot’s 0.44 MB EPD will be 

an asset to any breeding 

program.  She had a very low 

birth weight and yet took off 

with growth and muscle 

development and now has a 

unique package of carcass 

value with a show ring 

competitive eye appeal!  Her 

maternal brother is Lot 9

sire: OW Lead Time 6294 Pld mgs: JMAR Benaiah 1E66 Birth Date: 4/22/2021

OW Lead Time 6294 sire of Lot 25

sire: WCR Master Chief 037 Pld mgs: JMAR Benaiah 1E66

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
6 -1.4 56 113 25 5.4 53 .9 1.19 1.12 23 .71 .019 .44 267.2

JMAR Benaiah 1E66

Maternal Grandsire of the embryos

JMAR Nancy 2F86

Maternal Granddam of the embryos

WCR Master Chief 037 Pld

Sire of the embryos

CE BW WW YW M MCE MTL SC UDD TEAT CW REA FAT MB TSI
5.1 .3 68 130 24 7.4 57 1.0 1.11 1.03 36 .91 .002 .29 271

WCR Master Chief 037 

x 

JMAR NANCY 2B89 

embryos 

3 # 1 (in vivo) embryos
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